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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we are constructing a recurrence relation of the form 
i = 0 coi (te,/rnk + i [ f ]  = co (k)  
for integrals (called modified moments) 
,X>r - .d f  I (kXJ(x mk i l l=  f f (x )C  )dx (k= 0,1,. . .)  
-(•) is the in which C k " k-th Gegenbauer polynomial of order X(?, > -1/2), andf is  a function saris- 
lying the differential equation 
7'/ 
Pi(x)f( i)(x) = p(x) (-1 < x <1) ? 
i 0 
of order n, where PO' P l , ' " ,  Pn  ~ 0 are polynomials, and rn~ h> [p] is known for every k. 
We give three methods of  construct ion of  such a recurrence relation. 
The f'trst of  them (called Method I )  is opt imum in a certain sense. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Formulation of the problem 
Let fbe a function defined on the interval <a, b> and 
such that 
fb f  (x) xk dx < o0 (k = O, 1,...). 
a 
Let Wo~ Wl,... be a system of polynomials, the sub- 
script denoting the degree of the polynomial. Accord- 
ing to previous authors (cf. [9]) we call 
~k If] a__f fb f (x)  w k (~) a~ (k = o, 1 .... ) 
a (1) 
the k-th modified moment off  with respect to {w k ). 
In the case of <a, b> = ~'1, 1> and w k = Tk, where T k 
is the k-th Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, we 
have 
1 
~k ffl=~kbqa f lf(x)rk(~) a~ (k=o,~,...) 
(2) 
The need of evaluation o£ moments r k [jr] occurs in 
some numerical methods of solving such problems as 
numerical integration (see [1], [3], [9] and [11]), con- 
struction of Gaussian quadrature formulas ([3], [10]), 
and solution of integral equations of mathematical 
physics [12]. 
In the papers cited above, recurrence r lations of the 
form 
1" 
j~= 0 ¢°J(k).rk +J [f] = co(k), (3) 
where 600, 6Ol,.. ""co r (coO ~ O, cor ~ O) and 6o are 
given functions of k, were given for many functions 
important in applications. (There are many papers on 
the computational spects of recurrence r lations. Let 
us mention the article of Gautschi [5] onsecond-order 
relations and the paper of Oliver [7] dealing with rela- 
tion of arbitrary order). It was assumed (not explicitly, 
however) that the function f satisfies the linear differ- 
ential equation 
n p i f ( i )=p (4) 
i=O 
where P O' P l '" " ' Pn ~ 0 are polynomials and the func- 
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t ionp is such that the moments r k [p] exist and are 
known. Moreover, one assumed that moments 
% if(i)] (i = o, i .... , n) e~ist. 
In this paper we give a general procedure l ading from, 
equation (4) to recurrence relation (3). More exactly, 
we describe three methods of constructing a recur- 
rence relation for the moments m~ ^) [f] of a given 
function f satisfying (4), where 
(X) d f f /  ~) m k [f] = f (x )C  (x)dx (5) 
(k=o,1,...), 
and C (h) denotes the k-th Gegenbauer polynomial 
of order X (~ > -1/2). As 
([4], vol. 2, §10.11), so we have 
(6) 
(k=1,e,...) 
ro ~ = "(o °) bq, 
,(7) 
% bq=-~ m k bq (k= i,e,...) . 
Notice that for X = 1 equation (5) defines the modified 
moments of f with respect to the Chebyshev polyno- 
mials of the second kind, and for k= 1/2 - the modified 
moments with respect o the Legendre polynomials. 
In § 2 we recall the results obtained in [6], concerning 
some difference operators. § 3 brings the first method 
(Method I) for constructing a recurrence r lation. This 
method leads to a relation of the lowest order among 
the relations obtained by virtue of (4) and relations 
(10) and (11). We call it optimum method. In § §4, 5 
other methods are described which in general are not 
optimum ones, but are simpler than Method I. 
1.2. Basic properties of modified moments 
By extending the definition of ~C (A) on negative values 
o~ c k (see, for example, [2]), we introduce modified 
moments with negative indices. If 2X= h, where h is 
an integer, then we define 
(7o d f I0  (k= l, 2, . . . ,h-1) ,  
m_k If] = (X) (8) 
[ -mk-  h (k = h, h + l,...) , 
When 2X is not an integer, " 
<),> 
m_k [f] = 0 (k = 1, 2,...). (9) 
The following identities play an important role in the 
methods presented below in § § 3-5 : 
I m~O,[f], % [x-f] = 
1 [(k+ 2X-1)m~! I [t:] rn ) [xf] - 2(k + X) 
(~2 o, 1 ... . .  ; (lo) + (k + l )m 
+ X2> 0), 
(X) = m~k~./.. 1 (X> rrq 2(k +X)mk [f] [ f ' ] -mk +ltJJ 
k +I [ f l -  k-1 [fl (11) 
(k= 0, 1, ...), 
where 
Equations (10) follow from relations 
i c~O)(x), x C(o°) (x) = --f 
(k= O, 1 .... ; k 2+ X 2> 0), (13) 
while the identity (11) follows from 
2(k + X)Ck(~)(x) - d_--~ [[ C CA)k + l (x) - C~l (x ) l  (14) 
(k= I, 2, ...) 
(see [41, vol. 2, § 10.9). 
Using the equality 
(k=0,1, . . . )  
(ibidem) we can rewrite (12) in the form 
[fl = c~'X)(1)t3k-- [f] (15) k 
where 
a__f (-1)kf(-1). ~[f] #1) - (16) 
Obviously, 
02[[fl.=f(1)-f(-1), ~21+I f] =f(1) +f6-I) (17) 
(t=o, 1,...). 
Notice that 
C¢o°)a) = 1; = 2/k (k = 1, 2 , . .4 ,  
Ck(~A)(1) =(2X)I e/k ! (k = O, 1, ...; X =/= O) 
(18) 
where 
(a)k df k-1 = n (a+y) (k=0,1,...) 
j=O 
(ibidem). 
In the sequel we skip the upper index X (and brackets, 
,<X) [f]. Thus too) in symbols m~ X) [f] and 9 k 
m k [f] = m~ X> [f], 
% [f] = ¢~x) [f]. 
Sometimes we write m k and ~b k instead of mk[f] and~bk[f] 
respectively. We also use the sy.mbols m(k i), m~ i) [f], 
(p(~), ~(ki)[f] (the upperindex in parentheses l) which 
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have the following meaning : 
m~i)=m(ki) [ f ] :m4[ f ( i ) ] ,  
( i=o,~,. . . ) .  
In [6] there was considered the problem of construct- 
ing a recurrence r lation for the coefficients of the 
expansion 
f=kTO a;X'[f]Ck('h)' 
given by 
a~X) [f]d__f hk /~(l_x2)X_l/2f(X)Ck(gt)(x)d ~ 
(4= o,1,...) 
where 
[ I /~  (h = 4 = o) h4 df  4/~r CA = o; 4 = 1, 2 .... ), • _ (4+x)4sr (x )  (x-co; 4=-o,1,...). 
~/~ (2 x) 4 r (x + ~ 12) 
Let 
Ctn tn rk: o), 
(4=0, 1,...; 
k2+ X2> 0). 
Using (13) and (14) one can obtain 
<0) (0> 
c o [xfl = c 1 Il l, 
(k=o, 1,...;k2 + X2>O), 
2(k+ X)c~X)[f] = c2X_)_I.U l_c4+ 1 . .  (X:> [f']. (19)• 
The formal similarity of (11) and (19) allows to make 
use of some ideas and results from [6] in the recent 
problem. 
We have another identity, connecting [as (11)] modEmd 
moments of f and its derivative : 
"] =rk + [s] 
(X) 
- (4 + 1)2= 4 + s [S'] (4 = 0, 1 , . . . ) .  (20) 
The proof of this identity is the following. Obviously, 
we have 
(21) 
Since 
2-s(4 +x) -I ((4 ÷ 2x-i)z -c-(x)k-1,', (~ - (4)2c~21(~9 
([4], vol. 2, § 10.9), we obtain 
[ i = 1_ -1 
'4' m oo I f ] ) -  = 2-I(k + X)-1((4 +2X-1)2m~k~-I [ f ] - (  )2 k+1 
This equation and equations (10) and (21) imply (20). 
Putting X = 0 in (20) and making use of (7), we get 
2¢k [(X2-1) f" ] = (4-2)% _l[f]-(k + 2)r 4 +l[ f ]  
(4 = O, 1,...). (22) 
2. DIFFERENCE OPERATORS 
2.1. Preliminaries 
Let S denote alinear space of complex number se- 
quences with addition of sequences and multiplication 
of a sequence by a constant defined as usually. A 
difference operator is an operator L mapping the space 
S into itself and such that 
L{z k)= {Lz k} for {z k}~S,  (23) 
where 
Y 
LZk= 7-, X.(4)z,. (24) 
j=O s ~+u+]'  
r = r(L) >i 0 (the order of the operator L) and u = u(L) 
are integers, and the coefficients X0' X I ' " "  Xr (X0 $ 0, 
X r ~ 0) are given rational functions o£ k. The set of 
all these operators i denoted by L. 
Let E m'(m - an integer) and I be operators with the 
following properties : 
Emzk = Zk + m" IZk = Zk for {z k) E S. (25) 
The operator I is called the identity operator. Obviously, 
we have E 0 = L 
The zero operator O, associating with any sequence 
{z k) ~ S the sequence {0 ) composed of mere zeros, 
does not belong to L. Let 
LdJLU (0). 
Now, L is a ring (with unity I) with addition, multiplica- 
tion by a number and composition of operators defined 
in a natural manner. 
If a is a rational function, and M ~ L then the symbol 
a(k)M denotes composition LM, where L ~ L and 
Zz k = a(k)z 4. 
Let L ~ L, and let 6o be a given function. Equation 
Lzl~ = co(k) (26) 
is called the (linear) recurrence relation for the sequence 
{z 4 ) ~ S; the order of recurrence relation (26) is the 
order of the operator L. 
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2.2. Set A* (L) 
Let D be the operator defined by the formula 
D df E- l _  E. (27) 
Given an operator L ~ L, we define the following sets 
of operators : 
A(L) d__f {A~L t ~ AL=QD} 
Q L 
A*(L) d_f {A ~A(L) I V r(A)'gi,(B)} (287 
B e a(L) 
Let us recall some properties of these sets. 
LEMMA 2.1 ([6]) 
• (i) I f  A~A (L) and C ~ L then CA ~ A(L). 
(il 7 I rA ~A (L) and B e A*(L) then there exists an 
operator C ~ L such that A = CB. 
(iii 7 If A, B e A*(L) then there exists a rational fuac- 
tion p/e 0 and an integer m such that 
.4 = p(k) EmB. 
The last property means that ff the set A*(L) is not 
empty then all its dements are "variations" of one 
fixed dement. In Lemma 2.2 we construct an operator 
bdonging to A* (L). 
For any arbitrary function a of the variable k we 
define 
a+ (k) = a(k +I), a-(k) = a(k-1). (29) 
Let X i and/~i be polynomials and let ~ = Xi/Pi 
(i = 1, 2). Let us write 
(% a2 ) dj ecd(Xl, x2) 
gcd (I.tl, #2) ' 
where the symbol gcd(¢)l, (o2) denotes the greatest 
common divisor of the polynomials ~I and ~2" The 
symbol (al, a2, a 3) has an analogical meaning. 
LEMMA 2.2 ([6]7 
Let L ~ L be such that 
r L= ~ X..(~)E"+J (30) 
j=O J 
where r = r(L), u = u(L). Define 
1 ° the operator Naccording to the formula 
f O (rg I), N= r-2 
j~=O lJ](k)EU+l +J (r>l) ,  (31) 
where the functions PO' vl"" "' Pr-2 are defined by the 
recurrence formula 
~-- ~j+2 - xj+e (J= r-Z, r-3,..., O; ,r= "r-1 = 0), 
(32) 
2 ° the functions ¢/and o by the formulas 
t X o (1. < 1), fo 
n= Xo - V o (r > l ), v= X I 
Lxl 
(r= 0), 
(r= 1), 
(r> l), 
(33) 
3 ° the o')erator A and R in the following manner :
"I 
n ÷ (k)X~cn(k)E 
r~÷(k)E-L n-(k )E 
o+ (I,)E-I_o-(k)E 
for ~7 = 0 -- 0 (case I), 
for n=+O~ 0 (case II), 
for 7/~0, v = crl, c = constant, 
c 2 =k 1 (case III), 
foro~O, rl=ClV ,
c I =constant, c~ ¢ 1 
(case IV), 
afk)E -1 + [3(k)X- a-(k)E for n ~ 0, o ~ q 
~7/0 ~ const. (case V). 
I A=-~) . .  
I 
(34) 
0 (case I7, 
¢1(k)¢1 +(k )E (case IX), 
n- (k ) n + (k )(I + cE ) (case III), 
v-(k) o + (k)(clI + E) (case IV), 
a(k)ci-(k)I+a-(k)o+(k)E (case VT, 
(35) 
R-  
(case I7, 
(case 1I 7 , 
(case 1117, 
(case IV), 
(case V). 
(36) 
tO  
where a = rlrl + - vv +, [3 = 71-o+ _ ,7+ v-, 
"I 
(n+,n) 
co= (n-,n +) 
(v-, v+ ) 
(a,[3, a-) 
(37) 
So in any of the cases I-V the operator A belongs 
the set A*(L). We also have 
AL = QD 
where 
Q=AN + RE u. 
COROLLARY 2.1. 
We have 
0 <~ r(A) <<.2 
for every A ~ A*(L). 
2.3. The operators ~ and 
• Using the symbol of the operator - ,  defined by the 
formula 
Z dr2-1 (k÷X)-I[(k+2X-I)E -1 +(k+l)E], (387 
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we can rewrite the second part of (10) as 
mk[xf]=~-,mk[f] (k=O, 1,...;k2 +X2>O). (39) 
Let p (p ~ O) be a polynomial defined by 
d j 
p(x) = Y, c.x. 
j=OJ 
The symbolp (~-~) denotes the following operator : 
d c. ~J. P (•) d=f ~ (40) 
.j=O 1 
Moreover, ff p = O, let p(~) be identical with the zero 
operator O. Now, it is easy to obtain the following 
generalization of relation (39) : 
m k [Pf] = P (X) m k If] (k = 0, ~,.. . ;  k 2 + x 2 > 0). 
(41) 
We introduce the operator 
df 1 (E-1 + E). (42) 
=7 
It follows from (39) (for X = 0) and from (7) that 
A 
r k [x f] = ~" r k [f]. (43) 
Analogously to (41), we have 
r k [p f] =p (~) r k [f]  (44) 
for any arbitrary polynomial p. 
One can prove by induction the following 
LEMMA 2.3 
For every l = 0, 1,... we have 
l ~I= 2-I F_, ~Jij (k +X)E 2j-I 
j=O 
~l= 2_l 1 C~ ).E2J_ 1 
j=O 
where ~q are rational functions defined as follows 
tioo (s) - 1, 
~lj(S) = s -1 [(s + X-Z) ~t_l,j(s-1) 
+ (s-X+l)Sl_ l , j_ i (s+1)]  
(j=0,1 .... ,l; l~1;  ~ l_I,_l =St_1,l-  O). 
Also, it is easy to observe that functions ~l "' defined 
in the above lemma, have the following propertaes : 
LEMMA 2.4 
For l = 0, 1,... we have 
~I0 (s) = (s + X-l)l/(S-l + 1)l , 
~tt(s) = (s- X + ~ )t/(s) t, 
fly(s) = ~ l,l_j(-s) (j= O, 1 .... , l). 
2.4. The operators Bi, si j  and Pi 
Let B i (i = O, I .... ) be an operator det~med by the for- 
mula 
df [ D' (i = 0), 
B i = .~ (k+x) - l . [ (k+X+i -1)2E- l - (k+X=i )2  E] 
(i=1,2,...). 
(45) 
Define operators Sij and Pi in the following manner :
~ I (i < j), 
s i jd=fLBiBi_ 1 . . .Bj  (i>~ j>~ 0), (46) 
1~ df = Si-l,O (i= O, 1,...). (47) 
It is easy to see that 
S ij= BiSi_l,j= Si, j + 1 By, 1 (48) 
(i>~ j> 0), 
Pi = s i -~ , j~  (49) 
1~ = Bi_ I Pi-1 (i = I, 2 . . . .  ). (50) 
Let "Y0' ~/1'"" be polynomials in k deemed by the for- 
mula 
df ; I  (i = 0), 
"/i (k ) = (51) 
+X.:i+l)2i_ 1 (i= I, 2, ...). 
It can-be checked that 
Bi ['Yi (k) I] = (k + X)-I "Yi + 1 (k) D. (52) 
Equation ".(11) and the foregoing equality imply 
Bi['Yi(k) (m ~ - ~k) ] = 2"Yi + l (k ) mk. (53) 
This will be used in the proof of the following 
LEMMA 2.5 
For any i = 0, 1, ... we have 
1 Pim(~ ) = 2z'ri (k) m k + ~, j=o .rj(k) - j -1 
(54) 
Proof (by induction). 
According to (47) and (51) we have PO = I and "YO =1, 
which implies that for i = 0 equation (54) holds trivially. 
Since Pl = SO0 = BO = D, ",/l(k) = k + k [see (45)-(47) 
and (51)], we see that for i= 1 relation (54) is of the 
form 
= 2Ck+X) , , ,  k +.% 
and, therefore, by virtue of (11) and (27), it is true. 
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Assume that (54) holds for a certain i ~ 1• Relations 
(50), (54), (53) and (48) imply 
#+1) •1) 
10i+ 1 m k = Bi10im(k + 
I [ ]I • i - I  = B i 2"Yi(k)m ~ + j=O 2lSi-l,J 7J (k)¢~i-j) 
= 2 i+1 7i+l(k) m k + 2iBi[Ti(k)~ k] 
i - I  • [~/j(k ) + (i_j) l 
+ Bi ~ 21Si-1,j k J j=O 
i [,y j ¢~i-j)] 
=2 i+lT i+ l (k )mk + ~ 2Jsij (k) 
j=O 
Identity (54) is, therefore, true for any i/> 0. [] 
We recall 
LEMMA 2.6 ([6]) 
For every i = 1, 2, ... and j = 0, 1, ..., i we have 
Si-l,][~/j (k)I]= ~J  Oijm (k+ X)E j - i+2m, 
m=O 
where 
#ijm (s) d=f (_l )m (i~j ) (s- i)j + m (s- i + j + 2m) 
(s + m + l )i_ m (s 2 - i2) -1 (55) 
(i=1,2,...; j=O, 1 .... ,i; m=O, 1,...,i-j). 
COROLLARY2.2 ([6]) 
For i = 1, 2, ... we have 
i E2m_ i 10i= ~ (k + •) m=O PiOm 
Functions (55) were introduced by Paszkowski ([8], 
p. 231). It may be checked that Pijm is a polynomial 
in s of degree i + j -  1. The next lemma brings an im- 
portant property of these polynomials. 
LEMMA 2.7 ([8], p. 236) 
For every pair i, j we have 
#ijm (s) = -#i ,$ i - j -m (- s) (re=O, 1,...,i-j). 
3. METHOD I 
3.1. Fundamental system of recurrence r lations 
The k-th moments of both sides of equation (4) are 
equal, which implies the formula 
?/ 
i ~= O m k [pi f(i)] = m k [/9]. (56) 
Using the notation 
L~ ) d=f Pi (X) (i = O, 1 .... , n), (57) 
we can, in view of (41), rewrite quation (1) in the 
form 
i=0  
This equation and the relations following from (11) 
D [m(i) -~ (i- l)] =2(k+X)m (i-I) (59) 
(i= l, 2,...,n), 
where D is given by (27), form asystem ofn +1 recur- 
rence rdlations for :sequences {m~ i) }, 
(i= 0,1 .... ,n). 
We show (see theorem 3.1, below) that the 
{m£ }, {mk },..., {m ) } can be eliminated from 
this system, wkich implies the single recurrence r la- 
tion for moments {m k } of function f. 
3.2. Cl s e (A(°), A(1),..., A(s)) 
DEFINITION 3.1 
Given the operators A (0), A(1),..., A (s) ~ L, we define 
the class P (A(0), A(1),..., A(S)) of triples (10, L,/~>, 
where 10, L E L, and # is a rational function, in the 
following way : The triple <i0, L,/1 > belongs to this 
class fff the identity 
10 ~ A (i) m ) = Lmk + I.t(k) (60) 
i=O 
holds• 
LEMMA 3.1 
If ¢P, L,/.t > ~ P (A(0), A (1),..., A (s)) then 
10V:L[Tsl(k)Ps], 
where 
[,8-_1 ,] V dfy_, 2iA (i) i(k)Ps , 
i=O 
and the notation used is that of (47) and (51). 
(61) 
(62) 
10roof 
Making use of Lemma 2.5, we transform (60) into 
1) ~2 2i-sA(i ) k) _im 
i=O 
-y :0  s- i - I ,y 
_ s~ l  • 
+ u(k). 
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Hence 
Rm(k s) = v (k ), (63) 
where 
Rd=f PV-L [Ts l (k )  Psl, 
F 1 s - i - l i  
vck) df Pi=o ~ 2iACi)[ 7s-ick) jZ= o YS- i - I , J  
4,-'-J-')) l
- ;s 12 e,(k) L s j=O s 
We shall show that v = 0. To this end, asstime in con- 
irary that v ~ 0. Then it follows from (63) that R 4: O. 
Applying the operator 
N dff v(k)E - v(k +1) I 
to both sides of (63), we get 
NRm(k s) = O. 
So NR = O, which is a contradiction. Thus v = 0 and 
(61) follows from (63). [] 
3.3. Constructing a recurrence relation for ink[f] 
DEFINITION 3.2 
Let the operators L(oO), L(I ) .... , L(On) ~ L be defined 
by formula (57), and let 
.0(k) dd m k [p], 
where p denotes the right-hand side of the differential 
equation (4). 
Define for any t = 1, 2, . . . ,  n the operators 
L~ 0), L~ I) .... , L~ n-t)  and the function rr t by the 
recurrence formulas 
L~ i) = At_ I L~i) 1 (i=0,1,.:., n-;t-1),(64) 
L~n- t) = (n - t) + + X) I1, (65) At_ILt_ 1 2Qt_l[(k 
rct(k)=At_l[~rt_l(k) - Lt~l(n-t+l)¢(n -t)] , (66) 
dfQ, 
where At_ 1 dfA, Qt-1 = and A, Q ~ L are oper- 
ators formed in lemma 2.2, applied to 
L d f  (n-t+1) 
= Lt_ I 
LEMMA 3.2 
For t= 0, 1, ..., n we have 
4,)= . 
L(n - t )  (n-t) n .(j) (j) t mk + °t(k) = II ~., t j=n_t  ~'0 mk '  
(i = O, 1 .... , n - t-l), (67) 
(68) 
~t (k) + o t (I~) = II t ~o (k), 
where  
ot(k ) df  t-1 = z ,I, L(n- j )  ~(n - j -  1) 
j=O Vt-l , J  J ~'k ' 
(69) 
(7o) 
df  
~t- l , j  = At - lA t -2""~ 8 =0,1 ..... ,t- I),  (71) 
i (t = o), ntdf t- I, b (t > o) (72) 
Proof 
Equation (67) follows easily from (64). 
We will.show by induction on t that identity (68) is 
true. For t = 0 it is obviously true. Assume that it is 
true for a t such that 0 < t < n -1. By definition 3.2 
we have 
L(n- t - l )  = AtL~n-t-1) t + l + 2Qt [(k + X) I]' 
where A t ~ A* (L~ n -t)) and Qt ~ L satisfy the relation 
AtL n-t):%D, 
which together with (59) implies the identity 
2Qt[(k+X,m~n-t- I ' ]=QtDIm(kn-t ' -¢(kn-t-1) 1 
'I4n ' ¢ '')} 
Thus, in view of (67) and (68), we have 
• L(n-t-I)t + I re(n-t-I) = zatut-[- ,~ ['_(n-t-I),.O ink(n-t-I) 
n .(j) (j) L~n_t)(fkn_t_I)} 
+ ~ 1_,~ m L j=n-t  v ~ .-Ot(k)- 
n [ .(n-t) .(n-t-1)q 
~" L(Jo)m(Jk)-At °t (k) + Lt q)k ]" = I I t+l jhn_t_  1 
Since, according to (70), 
I .(.-t) ~(.-t-1)] 
A t o t (k) + ~t ~'k ] = o t + l(k), (73) 
we obtain finally 
n (j) O')_at+i(k). "(n-t-1)m(n-t-1) ~ L 0 m Lt+l k =I I t+l j=n_t_ l  
So we see that identity (68) is true for t=O, 1,..., n. 
The proof of equation (69) is the following. According 
to (66) and (73), the function 
s't dd ~t + % 
satisfies the recurrence relation with respect o t 
et (k) = At -1  ¢t - I  (k) (t = 1, 2, . . . ,  n). 
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Hence 
~t (k) = lit ~o (k) = [It ~o (~)" [] 
Obviously, we have 
COROLLARY 3.1 
The operators l'In, L (0) and the function a n satisfy 
1-I n ~ L(d) m(i)=L(O)mk+On(k ) (74) 
i=O 
and, therefore, 
(II , L~O), an)E P (L(oO), L(o1),..., L(On)). 
The triple <[in' L(n 0)' an) plays an exceptional role in 
theclassP(L(O),L (1) .... ,L(n)).Namely, wehave 
LEMMA 3.3 
If<P, L, g) e P ~0 '  [L(O) L(1)O'''" L(O n)) then there exists 
an operator q5 ~ L such that 
P = ¢ [In, (75) 
L = • L (0) (76) 
Proof 
We will show by induction that for t = 1, 2, ..., n 
there exists ~t e L such that 
P= etiit " (77) 
Using 1emma 3.1 we obtain equation 
P i=O ~ 2 iL(d)[Tnl - i (k)Pn- i ]=L[ 'Tn l (k)Pn]"  
Since Pi = Si-I, ID for i = 1, 2,... [see (49)], we have 
PL(on) = { L [?n1(k) Sn_l,1] 
, P~I  2iL(oi'[~/nli(k) Sn_i_ i , i ]}D, 
i=O 
Therefore P e A (L(n)).-- " virtue of lemma 2.1, for 
A 0 A*(L(0"))there exists an operator 1 L such 
that 
P= ¢IA0, 
which implies that (77)is true for t = 1. 
Assume that (77) is true for a t such that 1 < t < n- I .  
Equations (67), (68) and (77) imply 
Vn~tL(.i)m(, i) ] 
i=O L i=o t ~ °t(k) 
Hang in mind that~,L,m ~ e (L(O), L (1) L(n)~ 
• 0 " " " 0 '  
we obtain 
C q)= + "('), (~t i=O 
where 
v (k) d=f #(k) - c) t ot(k ). 
Thus <~bt, L  v)~ P (L~ 0), L~!),..., L~n-t)). Applying 
lernma 3.1 we get the identity 
Ct i=O t-  
implying 
i.e. et ~ A (L~ n-  t)). 
By virtue oflemma 2.1, for A t e A* (L~n-!)) there 
exists an operator et + 1 E L such that 
~bt = ~t + J At' 
Which, in view of the induction assumption, means that 
P= qbt+l [it+l" 
Formula (77) is, therefore, valid for t = 1, 2 .... , n. For 
t = n it is of the form (75). 
Relation (76) is a consequence of (75) and (74). [] 
The main result of this section is contained in the fol- 
lowing 
THEOREM 3. I 
Let fbe  a function satisfying the differential equation 
(4), and let the moments mk[f(i) ] (i = O, 1,..., n) and 
mk[P] exist. Then we have the recurrence relation 
L(O)mk[f] = %, (k) (78) 
where L(n O) and lr n are an operator and a function, 
respectively, formed in the manner given in definition 
3.2. 
The order r I of this relation is expressed by the formula 
n-I 
r I= j~ r(.47+ 2 max (d i-i), (79) 
=0 04 i< n, Pi60 
where: A O, A p . . . , A n_ 1 are operators given by defini- 
tion 3.2, r(Aj) denotes the order of the operator 
A j (j = O, 1,..., n-1), the polynomials P o, P l " " " ' P n 
are the coefficients of equation (4), and d i denotes the 
degree of the polynomial Pi ~ 0 (0 < i < n). 
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Among the recurrence relations for modified moments 
(with respect to the Gegenbauer polynomials) of the 
function f, which can be obtained from the differen- 
tial equation (4) and from relations (13), (14), rela- 
tion (78) is that of the lowest order. 
Proof 
Applying the operator IIn to both sides of equation 
(58) arid using (74) and (69) (for t = n), we get rela- 
tion (78). 
Let t/s prove the last statement of the theorem. From 
equation (4) and identities (13), (14) we have obtained 
the system of recurrence relations (58), (59). The 
process of  eliminating terms of sequences {rn~ i) ) 
(i = 1, 2, ..., n) from that system, leading to a single 
relation of the form 
Lm k If] = ~(k) ,  
where L ~ L and co is a function, is equivalent to the 
action, on both sides of equation (58), of the operator 
P ~ L such that 
,., 1-  tkl, (';0 °), ';0 ';0")). 
By virtue of lemma 3.1 we have 
PV= L [~ I  (k)pn] ' 
where 
vd=f i=O ~ 2iL(o i ) [~/nl - i (k)Pn- i ]  " 
Hence 
r(P) + r(V) = r(L) + if_On). 
Now, we have to observe that 
r(Pn) = 2n 
(see corollary 2.2) and 
max (d i - i) + 2n. r(V) = 2 0<. i<~ n, P i6  0 
The last formula may be proved in the same way as the 
one used in the proof of lemma 2.11 in [6]; 
Finally we get 
r(L) = r(P) + 2 max (d i - i). (80) 
O~i<~n, P i~O 
Lemma 3.3 implies that the least value of the expres- 
sion on the right-hand side of the above equation is 
reached for 19 = 1-In" Then L = L (0) and we obtain rela- 
tion (78). 
The formula (79) follows then from (80), in view of 
ri= r (L(n 0)) and 
n-1 
- ~:o [] 
r (IIn) - j  r (Aj). 
COROLLARY 3.2 
We have 
2 max - i) <. r I <~ 2n + 2 max 
0<~ i< n,p i ~ 0 (di O g i gn,Pi ~0 (di-i)" 
The corollary follows from (24) and from corollary 2.1. 
3.4. Example 
In the method of Piessens and Branders of solving some 
integral equations (see [12] occurs the integral 
1 t_L__) Ik (t) df  f-1 x + l = e=p (- r k (=) d~ (81) 
(k= o, i , . . . ) ,  
where t> 0 is a real parameter. The fiinction 
( t 
f (x ) = exp - x---~f- )
Satisfies the differential equation 
(x + 1)2. f "  - t f  = O. (82) 
For t fixed we have 
I k (t) = r k [f] ,  (83) 
where rk [f] is defined by (2). Thus, a recurrence rela- 
tion for integrals (81) follows immediately from recur- 
rence relation for modi f ied  moments rnk[_f ] = rn~kO>[f ], 
which we construct now, making use of theorem 3.1. 
We have 
n = 1, p l (x )  = (x + 1) 2, Co(X) = - t ,  p =-- o, 
4 (~) (k+j_2)E J _  2 eft,  = o 
L(O) d=fp o (,~) = _ t i " 
Applying hmma 2.2 for L d__f L(0I ) we obtain 
r=4, u=-2 ,  X j (k )=(4) (k+j -2 ) /4k  ( j=O,I , . . . ,4) ,  
v2(k ) = -(k + 2)/4k, vi(k ) =-(k + 1)/k, VO(k ) =-(7k + 2)/4k, 
2 (k)~j_ l ,  
N= ~, j=o  
n(k) = o(k) = 2, 
AO d=f A = l -E ,  R 0 d=f R = 2E (case n: co = 2), 
Qod=fQ=k-2  +(3k+4) (k -1 ) i+  (3k -1) (k+2)E  
4k(k  +1) 4k (k +1) 
+ k +3 E 2 
4(k +I) 
[see (30)-(37)]. Then according to formula (65) (for 
t = n = 1 and X = 0), we get 
L~ O) = [2k (k + 1)] -1 {(k-2) (k + 1)E -1 
+ [(3k+4) (k -1) -  2t(k+l)] I 
+ [(3k-i)  (k + 2) + 2tk]E + k (k +3)E 2} (kI). 
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~"~L1OTHEEK N%\,H~:r'~AitS~-H ~N'fRUM 
Since rto(k ) d fm k [p] = 0 (k = O, 1 .... ), the formula 
(66) implies 
lr I (k) = -AoL(oI) ~k " 
As it can be easily checked, we have, in view of (17) 
and (18), 
L(oI) ¢k = 4k-1 (ilk + flk +1 ). 
According to (16) the equation 
~k + flk +I = 2 f  (1) = 2e - t /2  
holds. Therefore we have 
rr 1 (k) = - 8e-t /  2 Ao k-1 = -8(k)-21 e-t~2.. 
By virtue of theorem 3.1 we have the recurrence r la- 
tion 
L~ O) m k [f ] = ¢c I (k) 
with the above-calculated L~ O) and ¢c I . Hence follows, 
in view of the equation 
Ik(t  ) = 2-1kink[f]  , 
the relation 
(k - 2) (k + I) l k _ I (t) + [(3k +4) (k - 1) - 2t (k + 1)] Ik(t  ) 
+ [3 k - I)  (k + 2) + 2 tk ] I k + 1 (t) + k (k + 3 ) s k + 2(t) 
= -8 exp (- t/2), (84) 
Substituting -k for k and having in mind that 
I_.fit) = Ik(t), we obtain the relation given in [12].n. 
4. METHOD II 
4.1. Construction of a recurrence r lhtion 
In this section we describe the second method (called 
Method I!) of constructing a recurrence r lation for 
the modified moments (5) of a function s.atisfying the 
differential equation (4). This method (following 
from theorem 4.1) is much simpler and easier to use 
than Method I. 
On the other hand, Method II hads in some cases (that 
is : for some differential equations) to a recurrence 
relation of order greater than the order of the relation 
given by Method I. In other words, Method II is in 
general not optimal in the sense given in theorem 3.1. 
It may be shown that the differential equation (4) is 
equivalent to the equation 
n )(i) 
(qi f =p, (85) 
i.= 0 
where 
• " ( j - i )  af ~ (_i)i-,( i .)pj 
qi = • j=z I -~ 
(see, e.g., [8], p. 232). 
(i = O, 1,..., n) 
(86) 
We will prove 
THEOREM 4. I 
If the function f satisfies assumptions of Theorem 3.1 
then the recurrence r lation 
Lmk [f] = co (k) (87) 
holds, where L ~ L, 
L df  ~ " [7i(k) qi(Z)]' (88) = i=02tSn_ l , i  
the notation used being that of (46), (51) and (40), 
and co being the function given by formula 
n -1 is 
co(k) dr=. Pn mk[  "1- i=O ~' 2 n - l , i  t~i(k), (89) 
in which Pn is defined by (45), while 
n - i -1  ~p(j)_ 
~bi(k) d--f"[i(k) ]~=0 k [q i+ j+l  f ]  (90) 
(i = O, 1 .... , n-1). 
The order of relation (87) is equal to 
r l i  = 2n + 2 max 0 (6i ~" i), (91) 
O<<.i<~n:qi~ 
6i being the degree of the polynomial qi" 
Proof 
Equation (85) implies the identity 
[qif]: p], i=O 
where 
lag] = mk [¢qg) COl. 
Let the operator Pn act on both sides of this identity 
and take into account hat Pn = Sn -I ,  iPi for 
i = 0, 1,..., n [see (49)]. We get 
~/ 
~-, S n iP im(k i ) [q i f l=Pnmk[P] ,  i= 0 -1, 
which, by lemma 2.5, implies the identity 
~' i Ti(k) mk [qif] i=O Sn- l ' i  
i -1"  iT j (k)qb~i_ j_ l ) [q i f ] j}Pnmk[P] .  + ~ = j=O 21Si-1,] 
Using the notation of (88) and (4!), the above equation 
may be transformed into 
Lmk [f] = co(k), 
where 
co(t¢) =P.m k [p] 
_ ~ i-1 [ 'rfk -j-1)[q/f]]. 
i ~-" Si 1 ; )fb(k (92) i=oSn- l '  j=O - 'J 
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Therefore, we have obtained the recurrence r lation 
for m k [f] with the left-hand side the same as that of 
(87). By the equality 
Sn_i, iS i _ i , j  = Sn_l, j (n>>- i>~j~ O) 
and the identity 
n i -1  • 
i=o  j=o  q 
n-1 • = ~, ITj(k) n - j - l a ( i )  
j=O 21Sn-l' J  j~=O v'k [qi+J +1]] 
(which can be proved by induction) we can rewrite 
the right-hand side of equation (92) in the form (89). 
We show now that formula (91) is true. We have 
rl i  = r(L) = max (r(Sn_l,i) + r[q,(Z)]). 
O<~i<<.n, qi~ O 
By lemma 2.3 we get 
r [qi (~)] = 2~i, 
and it follows from the definition of the operator 
Sn ~-I, i that 
r(Sn_l , i )= 2(n-i). 
Hence follows (91). [] 
Notice that the formation of the operators S n-  1, i 
(i = O, i .... , n) and Pn, occurring in theorem 4.1, may 
be done according to the formulas 
Sn- 1, n = I, 
Sn_l ,  i =Sn_ l , i+ lB i  (i=n-1, n-2, .... 0), 
Pn = Sn-1, 0 
[see (46)-(48)]. 
4.2. Example 
Using theorem 4.1 we construct a recurrence r lation 
for modified moments ink[f] = m~O>[f] of the func- 
tion 
f (x )  = exp + i)] 
satisfying the differential equation (82), which is 
equivalent to the equation 
[ (x+l )2 f ] ' -  (2x+t÷ 2)f=O, 
that is to the equation (85) for 
n= l, qO(x)~_,(2~c + t+ 2),ql(x)= (x + I)2, p=_ O. 
Let L 0 and L 1 be the following operators : 
LO d___f qo ('~)=-k-1 [(k -1) E -I + (2-~¢) kI + (k + I )E], 
LI df  (4k)- I j  4 
= q l (z )= ( 
Since 
SOI ~ I, So0 = PI= D 
and for k = 0 is 
--- 1,  l(k) = k, 
the formula (88) defines the operator 
L = DL 0 +2kL 1 = (k2-1) -1 (2-1(k -2) (k +1) (k_3)E -2 
+ (2k- t-4)(k2-1)E -1 + (3k2-5)kI+ (2k + t +4)(k2-1)E 
1__ (k- l )  (k+ 3)(k+2)E2~. 
+2 
while the formula (89) takes the form 
co (k) = -O• k (q l f  )" 
According to (16) we have 
co(k) =-16 (k 2 - 1) -1 exp (-t/2). 
By theorem 4.1 the recurrence r lation 
Lrn k [f] = co(k) 
holds with the above-calculated L and co. For integrals 
Ik(t ) given by (81) we obtain, therefore, the relation 
(k + 1) (k ,-3) I k _2(t) + 2(2k - t -  4)(k + 1) I k _l(t) 
+ 2(3 k2-5) I k(t) + 2(2k + t + 4) (k - 1) I k + 1 (t) 
+ (k-l): (k÷3)Ik+2(t)=-16exp(-t/2),  (93) 
which is 0f fourth order. Remind that Method I yielded 
the relation (84) of third order. [] 
4.3. Properties of the recurrence r lation 
Theorem 4.2 gives certain properties of the recurrence 
relation (87). Using these properties allows one to con- 
trol the calculations performed in the construction of 
(87). 
THEOREM 4.2 
Therecurrence relation (87) can be written in the form 
d n 
coi(k +X)m k +i[ f ]  = m~_oPnom(k +X)m k +era[P] i = -a _ -n 
_n~I  2i ~ i  
i=0 m=O Pnim(k+X) ~i (k -n+i+2m) '  
(94) 
where 
ddf l r  , 
= -2- II (95) 
rli being defined by (91), p denoting the right-hand 
side of (85), the functions ~i and Pijm being defined 
by (90) and (55), respectively, and the functions coi 
being rational and such that ¢O_d ~ 0, cod ~ 0 and 
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co_i (-s) = -coi(s ) (i = O, 1,..., d). (96) 
The prototype of this theorem is theorem 13.2 in 
Paszkowski's book [8]. The proof is based on the same 
ideas as the proof of Paszkowski's theorem. 
Proof 
By lemma 2.6 and corollary 2.2 we can transform 
equation (87) into the form 
n . - "  
Z 2' n , Pnim(k+X)mk [qi f ]  i=O m=O -n+i+2m 
1"1 
= ~-" Pnom (k + X) m k 2m [p ] m=O . - n +  
n-1  2i n - i  
- Y, Y, Pn im(k+X)~i(k-n+i+2m).  
i=O m =0 (97) 
The right-hand sides of (94) and (97) are the same. 
Lemma 2.3 implies that 
mk-n+i+ 2m[qff]=jy_~)~iffk+X)mk-n+i+]+ 2m[f  ], 
where the functions Xij are rational. Therefore, the 
left-hand side of (97) can be presented as 
d 
coi(l~ +x) m k [f],  i=-d  +i 
i n - i  
2c~ p .  (k 
rn  = 0 n l ra  
d being defined by (95). It is clear that ~o i are rational 
functions. Using lemma 2.4 it can be checked that 
60..d ~ 0, COd~ 0. 
We show now the equality (96)~ Let cx l be any 
arbitrary monomial in the polynomial qi" This 
monomial results, by lemma 2.3, in the expression 
+h)'2-l j~ ~lj (k+X-n+i+ 2m)mk n+i+ 2rn-l+ 2] If]" 
,1  
To the pairs (m, ]) and (n - i -  m, l- i)  there correspond 
the following terms :
2 i lcPnim(k + X) ~ljfk + X-n + i+ 2m )m k_n + i + 2m - l + 2j If] p 
and 
2i-lcPn, i, n - i -m (k + X) ~l, t-](k + X+ n - i -2m)m k + n : i -2m + I-2] []]" 
Now, while the left-hand side of (97) is transformed, 
there are only pairs of terms of the form 
~Pnim(k + x) ~lj(k + X-h -2 j  + l )mk_  h [f l ,  
c-Pn, i,n- i -m (k + X) ~l, t-] (k + X+ h + 2]-l) mk +h[f]. 
Hence, by lemmas 2.4 and 2.7, follows (96). [] 
It may be shown that the number ii given by (91) can 
be also defined by the formula 
= max (d i - i), (98) rII 2n+ 2 0<.i~n, P i~ 0 • 
where d i denotes the degree of the polynomial Pi (see 
[8], p. 234). 
Therefore, by corollary 3.2 the order of relation (87) 
is not lower than the order r I of relation (78). Examples 
3.4 and 4.2 show that for certain differential equations 
(4) Method I leads to a recurrence r lation of lower 
order than Method IL We formulate the following 
CONJECTURE 4.1 
Let r I and r H be defined by (79) and (91), respectively. 
The equality 
r i=r H 
holds iff the coefficient Pn of equation (4) has zeros 
different from 1 and -1. 
5. METHOD III 
5.1. Recurrence relation for m k [f] 
Method III which we describe in this section is based 
on relation (20), following from (11). For a certain 
class of differential equations (4) this method leads to 
a recurrence r lation of order equal to the order of the 
relation yielded by Method I. However, it is sometimes 
significantly worse than the methods described in § § 3 
and 4. The advantage of Method III is that it is very 
simple. 
First we prove 
EEMMA 5.1 
For i = 0, 1,,.. the identity 
2imk [(x 2 - 1) i f( i)  ] = rl im k [f] (99) 
holds, where 
1i 0 df  I, II i d=f Fi Fi-1 "'" I'I (100) 
( i=1,2 .... ), 
r] =dr (k + X) - I  [(k + 2X-1)(k + 2X-2j)E -1 
- (k +l ) (k  +21)E] (!Ol) 
( i=I ,2  .... ). 
Proof (by induction) 
For i = 0 the equality "(99) ~ holds trivially, and for 
i = I it is equivalent to (20). Let i ~ 1. As 
(x 2 _ 1) i+ l f ( i+ I)= (x2_l)[(x2_l) i f ( i ) ]"  
- 2ix (x2-1) i f  (i), 
so by using the equation (99) (twice) and (39), we 
obtain 
2i + link [(x2 1)i + 1 / i+  1)] 
= 2iFlmk[Cx2-1)if( i)]-2 i+ 2iXmk[(X2 -l) i f( i)] 
= ( r  I - 4 ix )  h im k I f  l ,  
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which implies 
2i + lm k [(x 2 - 1)i + l f ( i  + l )] = IIi + lmk[ f ] ,  
in view of 
r t -4 iX  = Fi + 1' 
['i+1 I I i= Iii+1" 
Therefore, the identity (99) holds for every i = 0, 1,... 
[] 
We show now that the following theorem is true. 
THEOREM 5.1 
Let the function f satisfy the assumptions oftheorem 
3.1. Then we have the recurrence r Lation 
Lmk if]  = s(X)r% [p], (102) 
where 
1 ° the operator L ~ L is defined by 
L d=f ~ 27 iv  i(~.)IIi, (103) 
i=O 
IIi (i = O, I , . . . ,  n) being given by (100), v i denoting' 
the polynomial 
vi(x ) d=f (x2 _i)- is(x)Pi(X ) (i = O, 1,..., n), (104) 
2 ° the polynomial s is given by the formula 
s(x) dr= (x_ l )a  (x + l)fl, (105) 
where 
df ~ max ( i -a i )  ] , 
a = max 0 ,1g ign ,  P i~O 
fld=fmax ~0, max (i-fl i) ] (106) 
1< ig  n, P i~ 0 
the non-negative integers al, a2,... ~ an, ill, f12 ..... [Jn 
being such that 
Pi(X) = (x -  1)~ (x + l )fli u i (x), 
ui(+_~ ) . o (lO7) 
( i= l ,  2, . . . ,n;  Pi~O), 
where U l, u 2 .... , u n are polynomials. 
The order of the relation (102) is equal to 
rlii= 2 [a +fl + max (d i - i ) ]  (108) 
O< i g n, P i6  0 
where d i denotes the degree of the polynomial Pi" 
Proof 
Multiplying the differential equation (4) by the poly- 
nomial s defined by formula (105), and then making 
use of (104), (106) and (107), we obtain 
n 
vi(x) (x2 -1) i  f( i)  (x)=s(x)p(x) .  (109) 
i=O 
Hence, in view of (41), follows 
n 
~, v i (~)m k [ (x2 -1) i f  (i)] = s (~)m k [P], 
i=O 
and the relation (102) is a consequence of the above 
equation and 1emma 5.1. 
We justify the last statement of the theorem. The order 
of relation (J 02) is equal to the order of the operator 
L, thus we have 
r I i i  = r(L) = max {r[vi(~)] + r(IIi) } . 
Og i< n, v i~O 
Lemma 2.3 implies that 
r [v i (X)] = 2~i, 
8i denoting the degree of the polynomial v i. It follows 
from (104) that 
~i = a +fl + d i -  2i. 
From (100) it can be deduced that 
r(II i) = 2i. 
Hence follows formula (108).[7 
COR OLLAR Y 5. I 
We have 
max - i) ~ 4n + 2 max (d. - i). 
20<~i~n,  P i~o(d i  r I I I~ O<~i<n,Pi~ 0 z 
The corollary follows from (108) and from the inequalities 
O<.a, fl<.n. 
Notice that equality a = fl = 0 holds fff 
ai, fl i~ i ( i=1,2 .... in; P i60) .  (110) 
In this case formula (108) implies 
r io  = 2 max (d i ,- i). 
O<i<~n, P i~O 
The expression of the right-hand side is the lower 
estimate for the order rI of the recurrence r lation 
obtained by Method I (see corollary 3.2). In view of 
the last statement of theorem 3.1, it is impossible that 
the inequality 
rl I I  < r I 
holds. So we get 
COROLLARY 5.2 
If conditions (110) hold then 
r l l l=  ~I" 
5.2. Recurrence r lation for eh [ f ]  
According to the convention used, the symbols ink[f], 
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ink[p] denote modified moments m~X'[f], m(kX)[p] 
for fixed ~ CA > -1/2). Therefore, theorem 5.1 can 
be used for the construction of the recurrence rela- 
don moments m~k O> [f], which easily implies for the 
the relation for the moments r k [ f ]  def'med by ~2). 
However, method ilI can be simplified ff formulated 
explicitly for r k I f ] .  This method follows from 
theorem 5.2. In the proof of this theorem we use the 
following 
LEMMfA 5.2 
For i = O, 1,... we have 
2irk [(x 2 -1 ) i f  (i)] = rl i r k [f],  (111) 
where 
df f i ;df  - 
df  (k ,2 j )E -1  - (k+e j )E  
(i = 1, 2,...), 
(112) 
( j=! ,2  .... ). 
PTOOf " 
For i = 0 equation (111) holds trivially, and for i = 1 
it is equivalent to (22). The remaining part of the proof 
is analogical to the second part of the proof of hmma 
5.1.[] 
THEOREM 5.2 
Let the function f satisfy the differential equation (4) 
and let the modified moments r k [f(i)] (i = O, 1,..., n) 
and r k [p ] exist. Then we have the recurrence relation 
k [f] = s(_+)r k [el, (113) 
where 
1 ° the operator L ~ L is defined by the formula 
£ d=f ~ 2- i  v i (~ ) fii, (114) 
i=O 
the notation used being that of (104)~ (42) and (112); 
2 ° the polynomial s is defined by (105). 
The order of relation (113) is given by formula (108). 
Proof 
Equation (109) implies 
~, v i (~) r k [(x 2 - 1 ) i f  (i)] = s (~,) r k [p]. 
i=O 
The first part of the theorem follows from the above 
equation and lemma 5.2. The second part of the  
theorem follows from the last statement of theorem 
5.1 and from the fact that the operators defined by 
(1103) a~ad (114) have equal order. [] 
Obviously, .corollaries 5.1 and 5.2 can be applied to 
the considered case. 
5.3. Example 
t Apply theorem 5.2 to the function f (x) = exp (-x---~-f-) 
satisfying the equation 
(x + 1)2 f  "-  t f  =o 
(see examples 3.4 and 4.2). We have in this case 
n-I ,  pO(x)---t, pl(x)=(x+I)2, p-O, 
ui(x)=-l, al=o, 1=2, a=l, 
s(x)=x-1, Vo(X)=t(I-x), v1(x)=x + l. 
Hence, in view of (114), it follows that 
= ~-  [(k -3)  E -2 + 2(k - t-2)E -1 +2(2t-  1) I -  2(k +t+2)E 
- (k .+ 3)E21 . 
Since r k [p] ~. O, we have the recurrence relation 
(h -3 ) rk_2[ f ]  + 2(h - t -  2)rk_ l [ f ]  + 2(2t-1)rk[ f ] .  
- 2(k + t ÷ 2)r k + 1 [ f ]  - (k + 3)r k +2I f ]  = 0 
This is a homogenous relation of fourth order and it 
has to be compared with relations (84) and (93). [] 
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